Registration Form
3rd Annual Pediatric Trauma and Injury Prevention Symposium
February 22, 2013 • Columbia Conference Center • Columbia, South Carolina
PLEASE MAIL OR FAX REGISTRATION FORM TO:
USC SOM-PH CME Organization
3555 Harden Street Ext., Suite 100 - Columbia, SC 29203
PHONE: (803) 434-4211 • FAX: (803) 434-4288 • E-MAIL: CPDSA@uscmed.sc.edu
Online registration available until February 18, 2013:
http://www.palmettohealth.org/cmeregistration

First Name   MI   Last Name

Credentials (MD, DO, PhD, RN, etc.)   License Number

Speciality

Address

City, State, ZIP Code

E-mail Address   Phone   Fax

Pre-registration fee: $60 ______ (until February 18, 2013)
On-Site Registration Fee: $75 ______ (After February 18, 2013)

No Charge for: (please check if applicable): Fellow_____  Resident_____  Student_____

Workshops: (Choose One (A-F) and Choose One (G-L) - See agenda for title and speaker
A ___ B ___ C ___ D ___ E ___ F___               G ___ H ___ I ___ J ___ K ___ L ___

Method of Payment:
Check #__________ (payable to Palmetto Health Richland CME)
Credit Card: □ Visa □ MasterCard □ Discover □ AMEX
Name on Card:_________________________________________________________
Card #:________________________________ Expiration Date:__________________
Signature (for credit card):_________________________________________________

CANCELLATION POLICY
All refunds should be requested in writing by February 18, 2013, and will be subject to a $25 administrative fee.
Cancellations will not be accepted after February 18, 2013. Substitutions are permissible.

DISABILITY AND/OR DIETARY RESTRICTION
We are committed to making this activity accessible to all individuals. If you have a
disability and/or dietary restriction, please contact the Office of Continuous
Professional Development and Strategic Affairs with any special needs. Most requests can
be accommodated if we receive notification by February 18, 2013.
TARGET AUDIENCE
Statewide multidisciplinary symposium designed for trauma surgeons who care for injured children, emergency medicine physicians, pediatricians, other physicians, physicians assistants, nurse practitioners, nurses, pre-hospital providers, injury prevention specialists, and other healthcare professionals involved in the care of injured children.

CONFERENCE OBJECTIVE
Providing the latest expert information on the initial stabilization and management of the pediatric trauma patient, this symposium will cover a variety of topics affecting the multidisciplinary health care team with an emphasis on childhood injuries related to sports and wilderness activities.

EDUCATIONAL METHODS
Lecture presentations with time for questions and answers, simulation, and workshops will be utilized to facilitate audience participation.

ACCREDITATION AND CREDIT
The USC300M-PH CME Organization is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education to provide continuing medical education to physicians.

The University of South Carolina School of Medicine-Palmetto Health Continuing Medical Education Organization designates this activity for a maximum of 7.0 AMA PRA Category 1 Credit™. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.

Relevant financial relationships and acknowledgements of commercial support will be disclosed to participants at the conference. Faculty are required to disclose off-label/investigative uses of commercial products/devices.

We gratefully acknowledge financial support from the South Carolina Children’s Hospital Collaborative (SCCHC). The SCCHC is a nonprofit organization representing the four children’s hospitals in South Carolina. It is one of seven state-level children’s hospital associations in the United States. The Collaborative seeks to improve the health, safety, and well-being of children in South Carolina through a variety of advocacy, development, and quality improvement activities.

DRIVING DIRECTIONS
From Downtown Columbia:
126 to I-26 West to Pine Grove Road - Exit 104; Turn RIGHT onto Pine Grove Road
Follow Fernandina Road .6 miles to Westpark Entrance B and turn LEFT onto Westpark Boulevard
Follow Westpark Boulevard through the curve until it dead ends at the FBI headquarters guard station. Turn RIGHT onto Laurelhurst Avenue and Columbia Conference Center’s two entrances are located immediately on the LEFT

From Charleston:
I-26 to Pine Grove Road - Exit 104; Turn RIGHT onto Pine Grove Road
Turn RIGHT at the first light onto Fernandina Road (at the San Jose Restaurant)
Follow Fernandina Road .6 miles to Westpark Entrance B and turn LEFT onto Westpark Boulevard
Follow Westpark Boulevard through the curve until it dead ends at the FBI headquarters guard station. Turn RIGHT onto Laurelhurst Avenue and Columbia Conference Center’s two entrances are located immediately on the LEFT

From Spartanburg/Greenville:
I-26 to Pine Grove Road - Exit 104; Turn LEFT onto Pine Grove Road (crossing over I-26) then turn RIGHT onto Fernandina Road
Follow Fernandina Road .6 miles to Westpark Entrance B and turn LEFT onto Westpark Boulevard
Follow Westpark Boulevard through the curve until it dead ends at the FBI headquarters guard station. Turn RIGHT onto Laurelhurst Avenue and Columbia Conference Center’s two entrances are located immediately on the LEFT

Schedule of Events
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 2013
7:15 a.m. Registration and Continental Breakfast
Juan Camps, MD
Kenneth Edmonds
Joyce Davis
Victor Garcia, MD

8:00 a.m. Welcome and Opening Remarks
Kenneth Edmonds
Joyce Davis
Victor Garcia, MD

9:00 a.m. Trauma Prevention in Cincinnati: Using Systems and Strength-based Strategies Initiative to Address Health Disparities among Children

10:15 a.m. Workshop One (choose one of the following) *
A. Injury Prevention During Practice: Proper Usage of Equipment
Emily Marr & Jeff Holloway, MD
B. Pediatric Traumatic Brain Injuries Guidelines Update
Elizabeth Mack, MD
C. Child Abuse for Pediatric Trauma Professionals
Susan Luberoft, MD
D. On-Site Support of Athletic Injuries: Prior to EMS
Christopher Hydorn, MD & Chris Mazzare, MD
E. Concussion Management in Schools
George Wham, EDD
F. Pediatric Trauma Simulations **
Gordon McKown, RN & Eric Brown, MD

11:25 a.m. Workshop Two (choose one of the following) *
G. Anx/I/P Management
Elizabeth Mack, MD
H. Introduction to Hyperbaric Medicine
Lindsee Cone, MD
I. The Importance of PFPE for Athletes
Emily Marr & Jeff Holloway, MD
J. On-Site Support of Athletic Injuries: Prior to EMS
Christopher Hydorn, MD & Chris Mazzare, MD
K. Child Abuse for Pediatric Trauma Professionals
Susan Luberoft, MD
L. Pediatric Trauma Simulations **
Gordon McKown, RN & Eric Brown, MD

12:25 p.m. Lunch
Alex Mabe, PhD

1:15 p.m. Addressing the Psychosocial/Effects of Unintentional Pediatric Trauma
Alex Mabe, PhD

2:15 p.m. Selective CT Utilization in the Pediatric Trauma Patient
Christian Streck, MD

3:15 p.m. Wilderness Injuries
Ron Fivest, MD

4:30 p.m. Closing Comments, Evaluations
Juan Camps, MD

4:45 p.m. Adjourn

* Workshop choices may be rescheduled due to availability and space.
** Simulation Workshops are limited to 20 participants.

Keynote Speaker:
Victor Garcia, MD

Victor Garcia graduated from West Point, the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, studied Pediatric Surgery under C. Everett Koop, and was Walter Reed’s Chief of General/Pediatric Surgery.

Dr. Garcia specializes in pediatric injury research and control; chest-wall deformities; minimally invasive surgery (use of the laparoscope and thoracoscope to diagnose and treat surgical diseases); surgical weight loss; and minority health care.

For his ongoing work to eliminate childhood health and social disparities, he has received numerous awards and commendations, including the Martin Luther King Humanitarian Award and the National Jefferson Award.

Dr. Garcia has an uncompromising belief in the power of systems thinking and stakeholder engagement to solve society’s most intractable problems.

As a pediatric surgeon, Dr. Garcia is the founding and current director of Trauma Services at Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center and led the effort to establish the country’s first Pediatric Weight Loss Surgery Center. Dr. Garcia is also currently a professor for the Division of Pediatric Surgery. He is the co-chair for the Core Change Initiative, a community-wide effort to bring together improbable partners to co-create solutions that unlearn the inequalities of the urban core in Cincinnati, Ohio.

FACULTY

Elizabeth Brown, MD, FACRP
Director, Pediatric Trauma
USC300M-PH
Columbia, South Carolina

Jeff Holloway MD
Associate Professor
USC300M
Division of Sports Medicine
Columbia, South Carolina

Christian Streck, MD
Assistant Professor
Pediatric Orthopaedic Surgery
USC300M
Columbia, South Carolina

Lindsie Cone, MD
Associate Professor
Pediatric Critical Care
Columbia, South Carolina

Victor Garcia, MD
Director, Hyperbaric Medicine
Columbia, South Carolina

Gordon Edmonds
Executive Director
Safe Kids Midlands
Columbia, South Carolina

Eric Brown, MD, FACEP
Medical Director
Pelton High School
Pelton, South Carolina

PLANNING COMMITTEE
Stanton Adkins, MD, Juan Camps, MD, Koi Danshqui-Duah, MHSA, Theresa Evans, CCMEP, Amanda Felder, RN, Mary Ann Ferris, Beth Fletcher, RN, Taffney Hooks, Allison Lewis, Sandra Mannos, Brenda Rankin, Michelle Schot, Nicole Speyie, MBA, Elizabeth Walker Sheppard

Elizabeth Mack, MD
Associate Professor
USC300M
Columbia, South Carolina

Joyce Davis
Executive Director
Brain Injury Association of SC
Columbia, South Carolina

Emily Marr, MD
Senior Simulation Specialist
USC300M-PH
Columbia, South Carolina

Juan Camps, MD
Medical Director, Children’s Emergency Center
Pelton High School
Pelton, South Carolina

Robert Evans, MD
Medical Director
Pelton High School
Pelton, South Carolina

Steve Sheppard, MD
Pelton High School
Pelton, South Carolina

Shawn Manross, Brenda Rankin, Michelle Schot, Nichole Spivey, MBA, Elizabeth Walker Sheppard

Simulation Workshops are limited to 20 participants.

Workshop choices may be rescheduled due to availability and space.

Simulation Workshops are limited to 20 participants.